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EWS
NOVEMBER 1984

Paranoia
Rules Not OK!

'.

hile the problems being
perienced by the importc:rs of compression fittings
are very real, Ewing Patterson, Director in charge
of standards at the IIRS,
pointed to a possible
solution when he spoke to
Irish H & V News last week.
In his experience he has
found that, if his department "fails" a fitting for
non-compliance with the
requirements laid down in
the Standard, the immediate reaction is a tirade of
abuse suggesting that he's
part of a concerted
consipiracy designed to
thwart the efforts of all importers and protect the
home manufacturer.
"Nothing could be furthfrom the truth", he told
. "In fact", he went on,
"I would welcome an opportunity to discuss the issues involved with any
importer. If he has constructive points to raise about
the regulations contained in
the Standard, then he
should do so immediately".
Mr Patterson went on to
say that there seemed to be
an aura of paranoia surrounding the Standard in
question which is totally unjustified. This in turn leads
to an irrational stream of accusations if a fitting is failed
rather than a reasoned
examination of the matters
raised by the investigating
report.
He does not guarantee
that this attitude will automatically gain a fitting
acceptance but does insist
that, by discussing the
areas of contention openly
and logically, he can actually assist a supplier to overcome any problems.

IRELAND'S BUILDING SERVICES MAGAZINE

NATURAL GAS - INDUSTRY
PUSHING ITS LUCK

At the time of writing both
the unions and management on opposing sides in
the New Dublin Gas dispute
have completed their discussions which give all the
indications of a possible
solution. So, as you read
this a settlement may have
been reached with matters
now returning to normal.
However, maybe a return

to "normal" is not what's
required.
Unfortunately,
since the option of natural
gas became a reality for the
Dublin region the norm has
been one of uncertainty.
Firstly, there were the
difficulties
caused
by
squabbling at Board level
and then, when it came to
the actual practicality of
conversions etc, there were

further problems.
Following on this came
the arguements with the
appointed outside contractors on the costing for the
central heating package
and, even more recently
still, the difference of
opinion with regard to the
prices being quoted for the
changeover scheme from
• Continued on page 2

FACE TIJ FACE
Next month we begin a new
series of interviews called
"Face to Face" in which the
interviewee is subjected to
probing questions intended
.to penetrate the usual
"gloss" which so often prevents the revelation of facts
of any significance.

Our first subject is
Richard Holfeld of the
Holfeld
Group
of
Companies
who
talks
openly of the difficulties encountered in recent years
and the measures he and
his co-directors have taken
to counter them.

His frank admittance that
Holfeld have been "through
the wars" is indicative of
the no-nonsense management approach now being
with great
employed within the
success
Group.
See next month's issue.

MAJOR SUCCESS FOR CLEESON i CO.

~ Jac:kie Gleeson of. James Gle.eson.& Co. (Engineering) briefing Dr. Robin Stephenson of the NIHE.
Llmenc~. on the special Hoval bOiler wIth a Weishaupt duel fuel burner which has been commissioned by
the Institute.
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Statistics show that our policy for
selling industrial warm air heaters is proving
successful.
It's a simple policy based on the
principle of not letting people down.
We ensure that all our installers and
their customers get what they want.
Good reliable products. Highly
competitive prices. Prompt delivery, and the
support and specialist advice of a respected
and established company.
For full colour literature on our gas
and oil range of Air Heaters and Radiant
Tubes contact:-

HEATING CONTROL
& DEVICES (I) 1111-1
Single Wall Slainless-5t.eel 'Flue
and Fittings Available Ex. Slock

A vailable from stock

HEATING cg,~I~2b~,,~J~~My.tCES(1)

11I1 1
1

45 BROOMHILL CLOSE, AIRTON ROAD, TALLAGHT, DUBLIN 24. TEL 521533
Heating Controls & Devices. 6 Bal/yoran lane. Dundonald.
Belfast BT160Tl. Tel: 5111 Telex: 747536

Room Beaters of the Future
for the Homes of Today
These have the largest output of all solid fuel room-heaters. A waterway
thermostat controls the fire. They can heat a room, provide hot water and give
sufficient output for up to 10 radiators.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol23/iss11/1
DOI: 10.21427/D72M69
For details circle 1
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RIDGID SPECIAL OFFER
The time has never been
better for buying a Ridgid
300 AA complete Yz"-2"
threading machine now
that the company is
currently running a special
offer incorporating an
excellent price on the
product.
The basis of the offer
comprises a choice between
a substantial cash
reduction on the normal
price; extra accessories
including a nipple chuck,
extra dies, a tool tray, 32
transporter and 92 pipe
support; or hand tools
including a tube cutter,
pipe cutter and selection
of wrenches.
Mind you, the Ridgid
300 AA threading machine
itself, with its automatic
oiling through the die
head, is reason enough to
make the purchase.
Major f~atures include

the following:
Capacity - Pipe
Vs"-2"; Rod 1,14"-2"; Pipe
4" -6" with attachments.
The versatile Ridgid
300A provides automatic,
hands-free oiling for all
threading operations. It
easily handles Vs" -6"
(3-150 mm) pipe (with
attachments) and 1,14"-2"
(6-50 mm) rod. It has the
capacity to cut left and
right hand threads.
The Ridgid speed chuck
ensures a firm grip
through a unique
self-activating locking
action. Special inserts are
available for plastic coated
pipe. Chucking distance is
6". Motor, oil pump, gear
train and main spindle are
all enclosed in one
compact, efficient unit.
An integral safety foot
switch protects the
operator. And the forward

off, reverse switch is
recessed to keep it from
being accidentally
activated. All tools swing
conveniently away when
not in use.
Standard Specifications
Motor - Reversible
universal motor
incorporating gear type oil
pump. Available in 115 or
230V, 25-60 Hz.
Switches - Recessed
forward, off, reverse;
integral safety foot switch.
Chuck - Ridgid®
Speed Chuck.
Rear Centering Device
- Cam operated.
Spindle speeds: 38 rpm
(standard); 57, 77, 108
rpm (available).
For further information
on the offer contact lames
Carr at Tel: 01-941578.
(For details circle 25).

Bolfeld Pumps Competition
McPhillips Water
the Westbury Hotel and all
H R Holfeld (Hydraulics)
Treatment Ltd in
the special facilities and
Ltd, a member of the H R
Kilkenny; and Mr & Mrs
gifts were extended to
Holfeld Group of
Brian Keating of R S
three couples from the
companies recently
three firms with the
White (Water Treatment)
announced the winners of
compliments of Holfeld
Ltd from Dublin.
their "serial number
Pumps.
The draw, previously
plate" competition held
The winners for the
held in 1981, has created
during the month of
October Bank Holiday
tremendous interest and
August.
weekend from 26-29 were:
goodwill throughout the
The competition
Mr and Mrs David Nagle
trade and it is intended to
centered on a special draw
of Lee Pump Sel=vices in
organise the competition as
based on serial number
Cork; Mr & Mrs Alec
an annual event in the
plates attached to pumps
Bowen of Mahon &
future.
supplied to trade
customers over a
two-month period. The
prize was the long weekend
in October, in Dublin's
newest five star hotel The Westbury - for three
lucky winners and their
partners. A reception,
dinner and complimentary
drinks for three nights
with special gifts were
arranged.
On Saturday, facilities at
the Leopardstown Club
Races at Foxrock with box
tickets and complimentary
bar facilities were the
attractions for the
• Holfeld Pumps welcome the winners of the week-end draw in the
Westbury Hotel: At the welcoming reception in the We.stbury Hotel
.afternoon, with dinner in
were (from left): Maurice Dore, H R Holfeld (Hydrauhcs) Ltd; Ann
the evening at the Bon
and David agle of Lee Pump Services, Cork; Patricia a~d Alec .
Appetit restaurant in
Bowen, of Mahon & McPhillips, Kilkenny; Susan and Rnan Keatmg,
Pembroke Road.
of R S White, Dublin; and Birgit Connelly of H R Holfeld
The entire weekend in
(Hydraulics) Ltd.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol23/iss11/1
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Natural
Gas Industry
Pushing
Its Luck
• Continued from cover

oil and solid fuel to
natural gas.
This latter project had
just got underway with an
excellently-conceived and
executed advertising
campaign when the latest
dispute with the compan
own union arose.
Having spoken to both
sides it's obvious that they
each have their legitimate
viewpoints to argue.
However, in the meantime
it's the trade which is once
again having to suffer
most of the consequences.
The level of enquiries
being directed to
contractors is rapidly
drying up while the
subsequent knock-on effect
for the equipment and
product supply industry is
equally detrimental.
Now that this dispute
seems to be settled let's
hope that the situation does
not return to normal but
rather improves and
changes for the better.
The fact that there have
been so many hiccups
from the very beginning in
no way takes from the vast
potential that was
originally identified.
This potential is still
there. What's lacking is
the will and determination
of all parties concerned to
work together to exploit it.
The longer they continue
to squabble among
themselves the more
disenchanted the consumer
becomes.
What everyone should
bear in mind is that the
public are more assertive
and discerning than ever
when it comes to the
provision of services.
It could be that in the
Dublin region at l~ast the
gas industry as a whoie
(excluding the LPG
suppliers) is pushing its
luck.
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Lighthouse
Club
A letter from the
membership committee of
the Dublin branch,
Lighthouse Club, has been
mailed to directors of
member companies of the
Construction Industry
Federation inviting them to
join the Lighthouse Club
and give active support to
the fund raising activities
of the Club.
Membership of the
Lighthouse Club, founded
in 1956, is open to anyone
associated in any way with
the construction industry
- consultants,
contractors,
manufacturers, suppliers
and hire companies.
The two main objectives
of the Lighthouse Club are
to promote and foster
good fellowship among its
members and to provide
benevolence to those
employees or dependents
of the employees in the
construction or related
industries who have
financial problems due to
accidents, illness or death.
Three active branches
out of the 17 worldwide
are located in Ireland. The
Dublin branch, with help
from the head office
benevolent fund, is
currently assisting needy
hampers, with in most
cases, badly needed cash,
to a good number of
people in the Leinster area.
Membership of the
Dublin Branch of the
Lighthouse Club is made
up in the main from
people who are involved in
the contractors plant
industry, financial
institutions and Banks.
The committee is now
asking for greater support
from those involved
directly with building and
civil engineering.
Those with an interest in
joining, or further the
benevolence of the
Lighthouse Club, should
get in touch with the
Chairman, Sean Wallace at
27 Butterfield Avenue,
Dublin 14 or Liam
O'Connor, Membership
Secretary, 6 Offington
Avenue, Sutton, Dublin

CIIS - Aughinish Evening
A well attended CIBS
technical evening was held
at the Gresham Hotel,
Dublin, on Thursday, 4
October.
H A O'Neill were
invited to develop their
role as main contractor on
this recently completed
Alcan Project at
Aughinish, Co Limerick.
Directors P J Doyle and
Tony Sullivan were most
co-operative in the
organisation of the
evening.
Six short presentations
were made on different
project management
aspects of the £600 million
development and
considerable interest was
shown in the time
allocated afterwards for
questions.
It was interesting to note
that at the peak of their
work in 1981 over 2,300
people employed by H A
O'Neill on the site. At that
time it was the largest
project then underway in
Europe accounting for
40,000 tons of equipment
and 200,000 metres of
pipework.
The plant, on the
Shannon Estuary, is

IHVN, November 1984

COMI~G

EVENTS

DATE

VENUE

ACTIVITY

Thurs
22.11.84

Engineers
Club, Dublin

Clean Rooms - Technical
Evening - 6pm for 6.30pm

Weds
5.12.84

Engineers
Club, Dublin

Fire Protection Services Technical Evening 6 pm for 6.30 pm

Tues.
11.12.84

Law Society
Christmas Celebrity
Blackhall Place Luncheon - Guest of
Honour, Bernard Hodges

currently producing
800,000 tons of alumina
per annum and gives
employment to 800 people.
H A O'Neill sponsored

the evening and were
complimented on a most
interesting and entertaining
series of presentations.

WALKER BUCK THE TREND

"Following the
announcement last year of
our aim of doubling our
business over the next
three years" says Walker
Air Conditioning
Managing Director Jim
Anderson, "our six month
order book is already up
by 5Q07o and turnover this
year is now anticipated to
be up 60070 on invoiced
sales across the board
including Carlyle
equipment, Holland
Heating AHUs, Walk-Air
Humidifiers and
Dehumidifiers, HRP
Walker Refrigeration
Components and WAC
Chesterton Division
Industrial Maintenance
Materials.
Walker's Dublin office
has exceeded its forecast
by 33070 while Belfast is
currently spot on. Since
the recent expansion
programme the Walk-Air
13.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol23/iss11/1
Products division at
(For details circle 24).
DOI: 10.21427/D72M69
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• Pat No~an with Tony Sullivan, Brendan Quinn, Redmond Smith, P
J Doyle, Jlm McSweeney, George McKenna Michael Moloney Mike
O'Sullivan and John Cuthbeth.
•
,

Slough selling AHUs, pool
dehumidifiers, humidifiers
and other non-Carlyle
products, has already done
as much business in the
first half-year as in the
whole of last year. And
Glasgow, too, is ahead of
budget.
"Despite the bad shape
of the Irish economy we
have managed, as a
company, to buck the
trend," says Anderson.
"This is probably because
the hi-tech industries like
pharmaceuticals, electronic
and microchip producers
are booming and all of
them need air conditioning
and refrigeration
equipment. As they
produce record export
sales they are expanding
their facilities. There is a
correlation between our
order intake and their
growth."
In addition to its
mainstream activity as

distributors of Carlyle
equipment throughout
Ireland, Scotland and the
northern most tip of
England, Walker also
holds exclusive franchises
for a number of specialised
product ranges, including
the high quality range of
Holland Heating air
handling units and Liebert
computer-room cooling
equipment and power
control.
With the new Liebert
factory in Cork now in full
production the power side
of this already successful
franchise holds a great
deal of potential in
Anderson's view. And
Walker have therefore
established a separate
computer support division.
A huge order for the
supply of Liebert
equipment to all Irish
telephone exchanges gave
Walker a great start to the
year.
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Maior Success for Irish
Boiler Manufacturer
Or Robin Stephenson,
MSc, Ceng, MIMechE of
the National Institute of
Higher Education,
Limerick, recently
commissioned James
Gleeson & Co,
(Engineering) Ltd,
Limerick, to manufacture
a special Hoval boiler at
their works.
The boiler, which is
fitted with a Weishaupt
dual fuel burner (oil &
s), as well as providing
leat, will be used for the
teaching of fluid
mechanics, heat transfer,

and combustion
technology at the Institute.
For this purpose the boiler
is specially fitted with
seven 75 mm observation
ports along the sides and
back so that the different
aspects of oil and gas
combustion may be
observed.
It will also be easier to
demonstrate how optimum
efficiencies may be
obtained by the proper use
of instruments in the
setting up of boiler plant,
so important in to-day's
running of Irish industry.

Satchwell Appointments
Two staff appointments
have been made at the
Dublin office of Satchwell
Control Systems Ltd,
Slough.
Miss Susan Casey has
been appointed to the post
of Project Engineer. Aged
23, Miss Casey was
previously employed by
Temperature Control
Services of Dublin, also as
a project engineer.
The second appointment

is Finn McCool. Mr
McCool has been
appointed as Sales
Engineer, moving from the
post of Service Engineer
covering the Republic of
Ireland, which he has held
with Satchwell since March
1982. Finn was previously
employed in the
commissioning and service
department of H A O'Neill
of Dublin.
(For details circle 23).

It is worth mentioning that

the boiler - a Hoval,
Model S.T. plus 270 fitted
with a Weishaupt GUZD
dual fuel burner - has an
efficiency in excess of
900/0.
Jackie Gleeson, who is
naturally delighted that his
decision to manufacture
boilers some years ago is
vindicated, is full of praise
for his staff who turn out
such high quality products.
This fact has been
endorsed by the parent
company of Hoval who
have no hesitation in
issuing its full international
guarantee. Mr Gleeson
also tells us that he hopes
to manufacture a number
of similar units as he
presently has enquiries
from other engineering
institues.
(See photo page 1).

Dearborn
Seminar
Dearborn Chemicals Ltd, a
subsidiary of W R Grace,
are holding a one-day
seminar and exhibition
entitled "Latest
developments in water
treatment technology" at
the Montrose Hotel,
Stillorgan Road, Dublin 4,
on Wednesday, 12
December 1984.
Papers will be presented
on such topics as:
pre-treatment plant; dosing
and control systems;
cooling and boiler water
treatment; and prevention
of fireside problems on
boilers.
At the end of each
session there will be an
opportunity to question
experts from Ireland and
the UK.
Further details from
Kieran Coleman or Jean
Boydell at Dublin 760468.
(For detaiis contact 22) ..

•

GRUNDFOS
SIMPLYTHE BEST IN PUMPS

NEW ADDRESS
• Finn McCool, Sales Engineer,
Satchwell Ireland.

• Susan Casey, Project
Engineer, Satchwell Ireland.

Apologies 10 Walker Air
Conspicuous by their
absence from the list of
credits pertaining to the
highly-successful MEBSCA
weekend in Westport
reported in our last issue,
Irish H & V News takes
this opportunity to
apologise to Walker Air
Conditioning for the
ommission.
Walker of course
sponsored the Sunday
"after-golf and before

lunch" drinks which
turned out to be one of the
more leisurely and relaxed
few hours on the entire
weekend.
As reported last month,
the event was one of the
most successful and indeed
enjoyable occasions for
members of the industry
this year and all credit to
the many sponsors, such as
Walker, for helping to
make it so.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1984

Grundfos (Ireland) Ltd.
are pleased to announce that
they have now moved to thei r
new purpose built factory in
Stillorgan Industrial Park.
Our new address is
GRUNDFOS (IRELAND) LTD.
UNIT 34
STILLORGAN INDUSTRIAL PARK
BLACKROCK, CO. DUBLIN.
Telephone: (01) 954926
Telex: 31561 OOFS El tAgency)
For details circle 3
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Lloyds Register of Shipping has
awarded a Certificate of Approval
to Crane fixed orifice double
regulating valves Cat Nos D940 and
DM940. This follows recent
stringent performance testing of
these close-coupled valves monitored
by Lloyd's inspectors in the
products' test laboratory.
The D940 and DM940 valves are
of particular importance to building
services' commissioning engineers
when engaged in balancing circuits
of heating and ventilating systems
within a velocity band of 0.5m/s to
3.0m/s. By close coupling a fixed
orifice measuring device to a double
regulating valve it enables both
measurement of flow and regulation
of flow to be carried out at a single
station.
During the performance testing
the measurement accuracy of these
close coupled devices was proven at
.±.. 5070 as meaured across the
pressure test valves incorporated in
the fixed orifice measuring device.
The award of the Lloyd's
certificate is a further testimonial to
the high manufacturing and
performance qualities which are
mandatory for all products carrying
the Crane brand name.

Adair & Milliken, the major Belfast
electrical contracting company held
one of their presentation parties to
mark the retirement of Mr Jim
Walsh after 23 years of service to
the company. Long service awards
were also made to the Mr John
Glendinning, Mr Tom Dobbin and
Mr Tony McCann.

Calor Gas NI Ltd have continued
the development of their storage and
bottling plant at the Belfast
Harbour Estate. Having recently
bought the gas interests of BP in
Belfast, Calor undertook the
movement of the three large tubular
gas tanks and the four large storage
spheres. This turned out to be one
of the largest plant moving
undertakings in the Province for
some time and involved much
pre-planning and the use of
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol23/iss11/1
specialised equipment.
DOI:610.21427/D72M69
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Brian Thompson Ltd of Bangor has
obtained the agency of Ferroli cast
iron and steel boilers.
The boilers are available through
a wide range and with the usual
alternative fuels including natural
gas. Included in the range is the 380
condensing boiler with an
operational efficiency of over 90%.
Following the appointment of
popular and well known Mr Ken
Bloomfield as Head of the NI Civil
Service a new Permanent Secretary
for the Department of Economic
Development had to be found.
The Government have made a
popular choice, with the
announcement that Mr David Fell
will be the new Permanent
Secretary.
This vital appointment needs
someone who has the knowledge
and experience of dealing with
industry and the professions,
conditio'ns fully met with David
Fell.
Prior to this appointment he was
Deputy Chief Executive of the
Industrial Development Board and
he was also head of the NI
Industrial Development Office in
Brussels.
The Wellington Park Hotel was the
venue chosen by Mainmet Ltd of
Bangor to launch ·two of their new
products: An electronic heat meter
provides an accurate and simple
method of heat measurement and
was of particular interest to those
who are involved in the "charging
out" of heat.
Savaflush, a method of
controlling flushing urinals was of
particular interest to local authority
engineers and architects. The guests
at the presentation were welcomed
by Mr John Smallwood, Chairman
and Joint Managing Director Mr
George Towler and Mr Bertie
McFadden of Mainmet Ltd.
John McVicker of the Linfield
Industrial Estate Belfast has been
appointed selling agent for the
Worcester Engineering Co Ltd and
will be stocking their range of
Hoppermat Solid fuel boilers and
the Danamore oil and gas fired
boilers.

Beggs and Partners, the Belfast
plumbing and heating merchants
entertained some 500 customers and
friends to a day out at the Royal
County Down Race Course.
Recent elections have resulted in the
appointment of Mr J E Wilson as
Chairman of the Institute of Water
Engineers (NI), Mr G Mason as
Chairman of the Institute of Energy
(NI) and Mr Denis Dunlop as
Chairman of the Institution of Civil
Engineer (NI).
Insulation specialists, Springvale
Polyproducts Ltd of Doagh,
Ballyclare have changed their name
to Springvale EPS Ltd.
Over 200 guests attended the 21st
birthday celibrations of Belfast
architects Robinson and McIlwaine.
The party held in Malone House
included an exhibition of the work
of the practice over the years.
Guests included Mr Piaras
Beaumont, President of the RIAI
and his wife.
The forecasts in these columns
regarding the future of the supply of
natural gas to NI from Kinsale
proved right with the announcemen
by the NI Government that the
scheme would not proceed.
The latest reports indicate that the
unions and gas employers
particularly in Belfast have come
together with a scheme whereby by
the use of smaller pipe and a
generally scaled down version of the
original scheme a supply could be
obtained for about 15 million
pounds, a considerable reduction.
The Government has stated that
they are not prepared to assist this
new idea, but if it would be self
financing by private or other means,
then maybe negotiations could be
re-opened.
• One of the more disturbing
factors of the announcement that
there will be no gas is the fact that
following a largely publicised
seminar promoted by the IDB to
encourage participation in the
scheme, a number of companies
inv~sted in plant and equipment,
whJle others set up organisations to
service the new industry.

...
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Savetbem
spending pounds
where tbeyshould be.-----]
spending pennies
Implementation of the new water bye-laws concerning urinals that
are flushed automatically can reduce water wastage dramatically.
And, where the supply is metered, installing the correct control valve
saves a fortune on water bills too.
The bye-laws refer both to the frequency of flushing and to
periods within which no flushing should occur.
So it's good to know that there's one outstandingly effective
method of dealing with their requirements: Cistermiser, the only flushcontrol device awarded the certificate of the British Board
of Agrement.
Cistermiser control valves do not merely conform to the
stipulations laid down by the bye-laws. They exceed them. For, even
within the defined limits, they operate only in direct proportion to the
actual usage of the facilities. Money won't, literally, be pouring down the
drain when the building is empty or being used by just a few people.
The result is correspondingly greater savings in the cost of
metered water supplies. In fact, a single Cistermiser can save up to
100,000 gallons annually, so paying for itself over and over again.
Which explains why one famous hotel group is reckoning on a
startling £145,000 reduction per year in its metered water charges.
Cistermiser. The least costly yet most rewarding way of putting an
end to that wasteful financial outflow.
SanbraFyffe,
I
•
•
• I Santry Ave., Dublin 9.
\..
•
Telephone: 379291.
~
• Telex: 25325.
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Cistermiser is:
non-electriC. so a plumber
can mstalllt m mmutes.
Mamtenance free. Approved by
the former National Water Council
and now'recommended by Water Authorities.
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the certificate of the Bntlsh
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Recent discussions on the
building, when
ability of certain types of
continuously operated and
heating appliances to meet
automatically controlled,
full heating requirements
following upon an initial
prompted a look in the
heating-up period
files related to types and
appropriate to the type of
standards of heating.
installation and the
The files (mostly kept in
building construction.
old cardboard boxes in the
"In the table below, the
spare room) revealed that
environmental
this unhappy saga goes
temperature* shown is the
back to the early days of
minimum required to
domestic central heating
achieve satisfactory
when there seemed to be
comfort conditions. The
little agreement on what
design air temperature
constituted full central
shall be not less than that
heating.
indicated.
A publication of the day
"Environmental
which addressed itself to
temperature is an
indication of the combined
the general public said
"The temperatures to be
effect which the air
temperature and the means
maintained in the various
radiant temperature* have
rooms and parts of the
on comfort. Mean radiant
home area, of course, a
temperature is directly
matter of personal choice,
each case has to be treated
accepted that heat will be
and people's ideas of what
on its own merits. In other related to the insulation of
lost to adjoining areas" .
a building and the heat
is a comfortable
words, it's horses for
So even 15 or 20 years
loss through walls
temperature vary. "This
courses and the heat
ago they were fighting
ceilings, floors and
sentence sets the theme for
generator
must
match
the
about what degree of
windows. In most
a cry that has been heard
heat requirement of the
central heating a particular
buildings the mean radiant
ever since - "what is full
particular
building
and
appliance or system could
temperature will be lower
central heating?"
also the requirements of
give and the above extracts
than the air temperature.
The article goes on a
the people occupying the
in many ways answer the
The poorer the insulation
little further to try and
building.
questions being asked
the lower the mean radiant
answer the question and
So, if someone only
temperature and the higher
when discussing the subject today.
wants background or full
As any engineer worth
the
air temperature needed
of standards says" ...
heating
a
unit
can
be
his salt can tell you, there
to achieve comfort.
these standards define
matched to that
are generally accepted
Improving insulation raises
what we mean when
requirement but, as has
standards laid down by the
the
mean radiant
talking about full, partial
happened
so
often
in
the
professional bodies in the
temperature and enhances
and background heating.
past,
the
customer
who
industry which make it
environmental corn fort."
"It then goes on to list the
wants full heating is not
very clear what
temperatures required to
told
the
facts
and
"Boilers shall be sized
temperatures are required
meet the standards then
standards are often not
on the basis of an output
for certain areas in the
laid down by the
adhered to help cut costs
not less than the total
home. Anything less than
professional bodies in the
by taking short cuts.
calculated heat emitter
that is not full heating.
UK to meet full central
Coming forward to the
output, together with a
What this means in
heating in every room of
present
day, the IDHE
calculated allowance for
practice is that any unit
the house with every room
pipework losses and an
with a low output will only define full heating in their
being heated assuming an
Standard Specification for
additional calculated
supply heating to a small
external design
allowance for hot water
heating installations " ...
area or, if you like partial
temperature of 30°F.
a system and comfort
service where applicable."
or background heating, to
Suggested temperatures
standards tabled herein to
a large area. The problem
• Extract from IDHE standard
at that time were 21°C in
every habitable room or
specification for heating
comes back of course to
living rooms; 60°C in
installations.
compartment of a
heat loss calculations and
bedrooms; kitchens; halls
etc., and 70°C in the
Minimum
Minimum
bathroom. On the subject
ROOM USE
Environmental*
Design Air
of background heating it
suggests that temperatures
Temperature
Temperature
in the order of 13° to
deg C
deg F
deg C
deg F
18°C could be expected in
the living rooms; 10 to
Bathrooms, Showers, etc ............................. 22
75.2
71.6
24
l2°C in the bedrooms,
kitchen; hall etc, and adds
Living, Dining, Studies,
the following footnote 71.6
22
68.0
Offices, Bedsitters, Nurseries ........................ 20
" Intermittent
supplementary heating
68.0
Bedrooms, Halls, Kitchens, w.c.'s ................... 18
64.4
20
required for use as
desired" .
When defining partial
62.6
17
Laundries, Utility Rooms, Workshops .............. 15
59.0
heating it says
*-~efe~ence may be made to the Institute's Code and Standards
"Temperature as for full
pubhcatl(~ns for the method of calculating environmental temperature a d
heating but in specific
mean radiant temperaturt.
n
It must be
rooms
only.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol23/iss11/1

WHAT IS
FULL
CENTRAL
HEATING?
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CIF Host Glow-Worm Presentation
A stylish selection of
gas-fired back boilers and
fires manufactured by
Glow-Worm Ltd was
introduced by their Irish
distributors - C & F Ltd
of Chapelizod Industrial
Estate - at a presentation
and reception in Jurys
Hotel last month.
Executives from both
companies were in
attendance to look after
the many guests, who
participated in the evenings
proceedings. Products
featured included:
Glow-Worm's new
nned fuelsaver - The
ew 55 F Fuelsaver fanned
flue boiler replaces the
highly-successful
lightweight Fuelsaver MK
II range while offering
many more advantages.
The new fanned flue boiler
is smaller, narrower and
less than half the weight of
its competitors. "This
Fuelsaver boiler is the
most efficient fanned flued
model available",
commented a spokesman

for C & F "and it is
cheaper than its
competitors". It is range
rated 35-55,000 Btu/hr
with a minimum static
head as low as 8". There
is also the option of a
plug-in programmer and
the flue can be fitted from
within the building.
Glow-Worm's new
Camelot: The new
Camelot back boiler unit
was also unveiled on the
evening. The Camelot fits
perfectly into one's
fireplace and provides
adequate warmth and hot
water for the normal 3-4
bedroomed house. The
heat from the fire is both
radiant and convected.
The Camelot is efficient
and economic and features
an elegant "olde worlde"
gas fire front with a stylish
addition of a 'Glass
Crystal' fuel effect, placed
in a decorative grate over
two lacquered lamps. The
Camelot 246 boiler has a
rating of 46,000 Btu/hr,
on the boiler .

• John Duignan, C&F with Patricia Geraghty, Rathfarnham and John
Rice, T I Glow-Worm.

C & F also showed the
Royale back boiler. The
Royale 246 has a
coal-effect fire front and is
an ideal replacement for a
solid fuel heater. The
Royale has everything. It
produces the same amount
of heat as comparable gas
fires and boilers but it uses
less gas and converts more
of it into heat. The heat
from the Royale is both
radiant and convected and
one can easily control it to
suit one's requirements.
The Royale also features a
live fuel effect and supplies
both all round warmth and
domestic hot water. It is
rated at 46,000 Btu/hrs on
the boiler and as
Glow-Worm modestly state
- "is the last word in
back boilers".
Glow-Worm's '85
mystery trip: Arthur
Waddington, Sales
Director of Glow-Worm
reminded his Irish heating
installers of the 1985
Mystery Trip when the
Glow-Worm "Big Bird"

will wing its way to
another warm, exotic
climate on the other side
of the world. Arthur stated
that he expected several
Irish contractors to reach
the qualifying limit of 110
boilers before next 31
January and consequently
book their seats on the
Glow-Worm jumbo for a
memorable holiday.
John Rice, Export
Director, and Tom
Murfin, Special Projects
Manager, completed the
Glow-Worm presentation
team and senior executives
were present from New
Dublin Gas besides several
gas stockists and retailers.
John C. Duignan,
Managing Director C & F,
spoke and thanked
Glow-Worm and his
customers for making the
presentation such a
success. Michael F.
Melligan, Director C & F
was also present.

• John Rice, T I Glow-Worm with Jl\hn Duignan, C&F and Arthur
Waddington, T I Glow-Worm.
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Ne Products
NEW
APEX
RANGE

Apex Fire have introduced
two new products from
Thorn EMI - hose reels
and fire alarm equipment.
The reels are quality,
. visually attractive
automatic hose reels,
which also feature
cabinet-type units. They

can be provided with
different external finishes
to clients stipulations.
The range of fire alarm
panels, which are fully
FOC and BS approved
were exhibited at the
recent PLAN Expo
Exhibition and received

very favourable comment.
Information from Apex
Fire Prevention Ltd, Apex
House, Greenmount
Industrial Estate, Harold's
Cross Road, Dublin 12,
(Tel: 710191).
(For details circle 44).

NEW FLOWSHAPE 2 SYSTEM
In October of last year
Drayton, who pioneered
the flowsharing system,
launched a brand new
Flowshare 2 system. More
compact than its
predecessor, and
highly-competitive in price,
the new Flowshare 2
system incorporates the
best of current technology
plus a few special features
which installers especially
will appreciate.
The new valve has a
unique design of gland seal
made of ethylene and
propylene and similar to
the seal which has proven

so reliable and safe in the
Drayton TRV2. There is
also a special
spring-return/voltage-systern to stop the "rocker"
type valve spindle and plug
safely and without motor
burnout, and compression
connections are provided
for the valve's 22mm
body.
The valve configuration
is also different. Both
outlet ports are now in-line
with the inlet port at right
angles, allowing greater
convenience for
installations in smaller
spaces.

Si 1985EVENTSOF

Another important
feature of the Flowshare 2
system is that there are no
relays to invite
electro-mechanical failure.
In fact, the prototypes of
Flowshare 2 underwent a
punishing endurance
testing equivalent to
around 15 years normal
usage - and everyone
made is automatically flow
and actuation-tested before
being packed.
Flowshare 2 is a
complete sytem, including
modern room-stat (RTE)
and cylinder stat (CSI),
and there is an optional

wiring centre available if
required. The whole
system is compatible with
most modern programmers
and connection details for
the most popular models
are supplied.
Information from IES
Industrial (Ireland) Ltd, 21
Station Street, Belfast BT3
9DA, (Tel: 0232732133);
and CHS Ireland Ltd,
Stillorgan Industrial Park,
Stillorgan, Co Dublin,
(Tel: 952326); Telex:
92232.
(For details circle 41).
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GAS TURBINE DIVISION, The American Society of Mechanical Engineers
30TH ASME INTERNATIONAL GAS
TURBINE CONFERENCE AND EXHIBIT
March 17-21, 1985
Albert Thomas Convention Center, Houston, TX USA

A world renowned annual forum for the presentation
and discussion of advanced gas turbine technology will
be held in Houston, Texas in March 1985. The 1984
Conference and Exhibit in Amsterdam broke attendance records with 5,387 people visiting the exhibits
of 188 organizations. Conference registrants attended
presentations of 296 refereed and published technical
papers. Houston should be just as great. Plan now to
participate.

1985 BEIJING INTERNATIONAL GAS TURBIN
SYMPOSIUM AND EXPOSITION
September 1-7, 1985
8eijing [Peking), People's Republic of China
Symposium Co-sponsored by:
The Chinese Society of Aeronautics and Astronautics
China National Aero-Technology Import and Export Corporation

1
1

Supplementing the annual Conference and Exhibit to
be held in Houston, Texas in 1985, the ASME Gas
Turbine Division is pleased to present a unique opportunity for you to reach the significant emerging market for gas turbine technology in the People's Republic
of China. The focus of the Beijing Symposium and Exposition will be on applied technologies as identified by
the Chinese Symposium co-sponsors.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Return this coupon today for additional information!
Mail to: INTERNATIONAL GAS TURBINE CENTER, GAS TURBINE
DIVISION, ASME, 4250 Perimeter Park South, Suite 108
Atlanta, GA 30341 USA. Telephone (404) 451-1905
Telex 707340 IGTC ATL
Texas China
o 0 Please send more information so we may consider
attending
o 0 Please contact me concerning available exhibit space

Name - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Title
Company
Address
City
Country
Telephone

-=-

_

State

Zip
--:-,--Telex

_
_
_

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol23/iss11/1
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IRELAND'S BUILDING
AND MECHANICAL
SERVICES SHOW

As we progress through the decade the Building Services Industry faces
challenging times. But all is not doom and gloom as the arrival of an independent
fuel suppiy - natural gas - and the changeover by industry to coal has created
projects that would never have otherwise begun. Energy conservation continues to
be of major importance to the industry and is an area of growth both for installation"
and technological development. Never before has there been such a need for
energy conscious controls and industry in general is looking to the Building
Services Industry to fill that need.
Against this background IhVex '85, Ireland's only major national Building Service~
specialist exh"ibition, will be the opportunity for the industry to show that it is
prepared to meet the challenges ahead. The success of IhVex '83 is proof enough
that when it comes to getting the message across to the greatest number of
Engineers, Specifiers, Contractors, Energy Managers and the like, the IhVex formula
is the successful one.

1-

Name

I

Position

I

Company

I
I

Address

···························

.

·······························
···················.·

.

·

.

······························.········.··

............................. -

.

I
I

.
Contact: Joe Warren

I

Irish Trade & Technical Exhibitions (ITTEX) Ltd. 5/7 Main Street, Blackrock, Co. Dublin.

I

Tel885001 Telex 92258.
- - --- -- --

--

I

For details circle 6
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VENUE

DATES

TIMES

Royal Dublin Society, Industries Hall

Tues 16, Wed 17 & Thurs 18 April 1985

72 noon - 8 pm daily

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1984
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The Shower Mixer
Having
the .Best of Both Worlds

for once this was true as
As part of a Government
valves,
mostly developed in
backed
campaign
for
Ithe
US,
were readly
energy
conservation
in
the
u
:::> late 70's in the UK, people available. Consequently,
sales for specialised
were encouraged to "take
temperature regulating
a shower with a friend".
mixers began to take off.
er: This particular
This, coupled with the
a.. advertisement did two
things (well at least two we energy crisis, forced people
to think about the cost of
can print). First it raised
having a bath and while
the hackles of the less
most people found it
broad-minded in the
community but secondly, it difficult to change, many
adapted their existing
also highlighted that the
system by the addition of a
shower had at last gained
proper shower mixer, so
general acceptance in this
having the best of both
part of the world.
worlds.
The shower had long
Other factors related to
been associated with
cost also came into play
America and its people
over the last few years
and the speed at which a
including the availability
"quick shower" fitted in
of instantaneous
with the fast pace of life.
electrically-operated
Now this idea of not
shower units which could
having the time to relax in
a soothing bath did not
appeal to the Irish
mentality and so, even up
to the energy crisis, most
showers were fitted in
"sensible" places like
swimming pools and
changing rooms.
A new generation of
Hotels still offered the
high-performance shower
relaxing bath but the
mixers, with all models
demands of American
based on the acclaimed
tourists had to be catered
ceramic disc valve
for if the dollar was to be
principle, has been
earned. So, begrudgingly,
introduced by
showers were fitted as an
Ideal-Standard, Europe's
add-on to the bath. So it
biggest manufactures of
was that the shower
bathroom equipment, and
eventually made its way
pioneers of the ceramic
into the home through the
disc valve which offers a
same system as the hotel
boon to the stockist,
based bathroom - the
installer and user bath mixer with shower
reliability over an
attachment.
extremely long life of
Initially, people were
maintenance-free and
happy enough to have the
drip-free operation.
simple hand adjusted
The new range
system that gave at best
comprises single lever high
tolerable results but soon
flow mixers, dual control
even hair washing with the
high flow mixers and
shower rose, which was
thermostatic shower
often the only use the
. shower attachment was put mixers .
Other major
to, gave rise to a demand
for greater control over the technological developments
are associated with the
temperature of the water
shower accessories,
being used.
including
As the saying goes "we
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol23/iss11/1
specially-designed hose,
have the technology" and
DOI:/210.21427/D72M69
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be fitted easily over a bath
or shower cubicle and
require little plumbing,
some electrical work but,
best of all, no wait for a
cylinder to heat up before
having a wash.
While on the subject of
instantaneous water
heaters the coming of
natural gas has brought an
old friend back into the
scene - the gas geyser or, as they prefer to call
them today, instantaneous
gas water heaters. The
return of such heaters has
again raised the whole
question of connecting
more than one outlet to
the mains water in a
domestic water system as
the vast majority of water
authorities preferred such
functions as water for

washing and toilets etc to
come from stored water in
the home.
Added to gas water
heaters we now have the
combination heating and
hot water gas boilers which
operate in the same way as
the instant gas water
heaters and with the rate
that they seem to be
getting installed it will be a
large slice of the domestic
market.
These instant gas units
seem ideal for shower units
but it is not every mixer
that can accept water at
unequal pressures as would
be the case if the cold
came from storage and the
hot from the mains. But
again we have the
technology, it is only a
matter of applying it.

HIGH-PERFORMANCE SHOWER
FROM IDEAL STANDARD
hand spray and slide bar,
for use with, and to
maximise the performance
of, the new mixer units.
The ceramic disc valve
mechanism - in use
world-wide for taps and

mixers - was specially
developed to give
maximum flow rate
performance for mixers
under the low pressure
water conditions in the
United Kingdom.

•

• The built-in model of the new Idealux shower mixer from
Ideal-Standard. Further informatiPn from K M Reynolds.
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69364AH CP/LF
Concealed valve

69354AH CP
Exposed valve

STARLITE

thermostatic shower valve.
A new domestic thermostatic shower valve which combines
style with a very competitive price.
Available in concealed or exposed versions, chrome plated
fInish on both models; Lustron gold on concealed only.
Utilising a very efficient thermostatic control capsule, great
care has been taken in designing a unit which will blend with
any modem bathroom decor.
A coated handwheel to assist grip has clear water
temperature indication. The cover plate requires no screw fixing
and -on the exposed version particular attention has been taken
to provide attractive elbow connections and a neat, positive metal
rear fixing bracket.
Sales office & warehouse'

COOKSTOWN IND. ESTATE,
TALLAGHT, DUBLIN 24
Published
by ARROW@TU
Dublin, 1984
TELEPHONE:
510044

For details circle 7

Sanitaryware factory at:

armitage 1\
shanKsQ

SOUTH QUAY,
ARKLOW,
CO. WICKLOW
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The full range - The
is also incorporated into
new mixers are Monolux,
the hand spray holder
UJ Duarux and Idealblend, as
which allows selection of
well as the thermostatic
the shower spray direction.
Idealux, which is the first
Finishes thermostatically-controlled
Ideal-Standard offer a
I
choice of finishes on their
Cf) mixer in Britain to be
based on the ceramic disc
brassware - chrome,
valve principle.
Dawn Gold and white. All
New high flow single
models in the new ranges
UJ lever Monolux showers are
of shower mixers are
available in both exposed
available in chrome and
UJ and built-in formats. The
Dawn Gold, but only
a: built-in model can be
selected models are offered
I- supplied for fixed arm and
in white finish.
U spray head or flexible hose
Packaging - The new
::J and hand spray, and the
shower sets are
exposed model for flexible
individually packaged as
hose and hand spray. The
complete shower sets of
a: new, aesthetically pleasing
.mixer and shower kit 0.. designs, together with the
• The built-in model with flexible hose and hand spray - from
either flexible hose or fixed
Ideal-Standard's new range of high flow single lever Monolux shower
high flow feature, extend
head - in a carrier-box
mixers. Details from K M Reynolds.
the attractiveness of the
with a strong foldaway
roses. One has been
also contributes towards a
existing Monolux
plastic handle. For easy
developed to provide a
high flow rate to the
brassware family of basin,
identification, each range
better spray pattern at very shower head.
bidet and bath mixers.
has been given a family
low pressurs, and the other
The strong, clear and
The new high flow dual
colour. The new Idealux is
- the high flow rose - to
easily cleaned plastic cover
control Dualux shower is
in a brown package, with
give a very high flow rate
protects the inner tubing
available in built-in
Monolux (purple),
when used with the high
and helical aluminium
format. It can be supplied
Idealblend (blue) and
flow mixers at pressures of
reinforcement from
for fixed arm and spray
Dualux (black).
one metre and above. The
damage - such as the
head or with flexible hose
Guarantee installer, or user, selects
common fault of stretching Ideal-Standard give a
and hand spray, and
the rose that gives the
and uncoiling.
completes the Dualux
five-year guarantee against
optimum flow and pattern
Slide-bar - The unique
range of brassware which
the effects of lime on all
under the pressure
two-piece tubular slide-bar
has already proved to be
their ceramic disc
conditions of the
forms a standard item with cartridges.
extremely successful
installation and then
all flexible sets. The
throughout the United
Further information
discards the unwanted two
slide-bar assembly includes from K M Reynolds Ltd,
Kingdom.
roses.
a hand spray holder which
Replacing the previous
Unit 2, DC Industrial
Hose - The new hose
can be vertically highered
Idealblend models, the new
Estate, Knockmitten Lane,
- with an Ilmm bore as
or lowered by a
Idealblend shower sets
Naas Road, Dublin 12,
opposed to the 9mm of
thumb-and- finger
offer m0dern, clean design
(Tel: 520333).
most roses available adjustment. A swivel joint
and high flow rates. There
(For details circle 54).
are built-in sets for fixed
arm and spray head and
flexible hose and hand
spray and fixed arm.
Completing the shower
line-up are new "state of
psi, whilst improvements
Modern Plant Ltd has just
the art" Idealux
designed to update the
to the mechanisms of the
thermostatic shower mixers launched the MIRA 88, a
undoubted appeal of the
separate temperature and
high performance manual
which feature ceramic disc
manual mixer shower, as
mixer shower, in a range
flow controls give greater
volume control - one
mixer designs give a wetter
"controlability". To
quarter-turn from fully off of six mix 'n match
shower with a more
combat corrosion,
bathroom colours.
forceful spray, are easier
to fully on - and a
engineering plastics are
Modern Plant plans to
thermostatic operation by
to control and in many
used for selected internal
add a new dimension to
an entirely new cartridge
cases cheaper to run. In
components, and
the Irish shower market
using unique thermo
the 88 these features are
installation is made easier
with the launch of the
bi-metal discs which offer
combined in an easy to
by the inclusion of
Mira 88, a new manual
rapid temperature
install design that sets the
compression fittings on
mixer shower offered in a
pace in bathroom fashion.
response.
surface mounted versions.
range of six "Mira
Mira 88 is available
Idealux mixers are
Both built-in and surface from all leading builders
colours" selected to
available as built-in and
mounted designs of the
harmonise with bathroom
exposed sets for
providers throughout the
new shower controller area country. In the event of a
installation with fixed arm
decor.
available in a choice of
Successor to the Mira 8,
or flexible hose and hand
technical query contact
avocado, pampas, blue,
the Mira 88 also features
spray.
sole distributors Modern
beige, burgundy and white. Plant Ltd, Otter House,
design improvements to
Hand spray - The
This "Mira-colour" range
give better performance at
luxury hand spray is
Naas Road, Clondalkin,
extends across a wide
supplied fitted with a
high pressures, greater
Dublin 22, (Tel 514944).
selection of Mira fittings
durability, and easier
standard rose - designed
Munster Branch is at
installation and servicing.
and accessories to provide
to provide a high flow rate
Tramore Road, Cork, (Tel
a fully colour co-ordinated 021-968755).
Careful redesign has
under most United
shower installation.
raised the maximum
Kingdom pressures - but
(For details circle 52).
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol23/iss11/1
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Extensive Choice
from Midlands
Midland International Ltd,
the Irish owned and based
manufacturers of the
"Flair" range of bathroom
and shower products, have
greatly expanded their
range of shower products
over the last 12 months.
The following products are
now available:
(1) The unique Flair 800
Shower System for corner
entry, front entry and
urtain model shower
nclosures and cubicles.
Available with
compensating channel, it is
based on an 800 mm
module. All parts are
interchangeable and the
Cubicle Service Panel is
available in the full range
of sanitaryware colours.
(2) The Flair 800 System
has been adapted to suit a
700 mm module for corner
entry and front entry
enclosures and a side panel
is also available.
(3) Flair "Astral"
enclosures, based on a 760
mm module, are
manufactured in silver and
gold and are available as
corner entry or front entry
enclosures.
(4) Also introduced for
e first time is the
complete range of Flair
overbath screens and
enclosures; single hinged
panel; double hinged
panel; complete overbath
enclosure with matching
end panel - all available
in silver and gold.
(5) Flair also offer two
complete ranges of shower
trays: (a) in reinforced

high impact polystyrene
there are three sizes, 700
mm, 760 mm and 800 mm
with flat rims and 800 mm
with a lipped top suitable
for tiling. This is the only
lipped tray available on the
market; (b) in "Carazza"
cultured marble there are
two sizes, 760 mm and 800
mm, and two finishes standard sanitaryware
colours and a range of six
imitation marble colours.
(6) To complement the
shower enclosures and
cubicles Flair also offer
three different water
equipment kits; standard
mixer taps; single lever
blender valves; and 7kw
stabilised water heaters.
Each kit comes complete
with wall brackets, riser
rail, slide variant, handset
and hose and the special
fittings necessary to adapt
the kits to Flair Shower
Cubicles.
(7) Flair also
manufacture a range of
complementary accessories,
in particular a corner tidy
unit suitable for either a
shower enclosure or over a
bath and a unique
wall-cladding system which
converts the space over a
bath into a shower without
the need for tiling. All
these items are available in
a wide range of
sanitaryware colours.
Information from
Midland International Ltd,
Baileborough, Co Cavan,
(Tel: 042 65382).
(For details circle SS).
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• flair corner entry enclosure.

BUY IRISH
BUY EIRLINE
Nowadays the selection
Showers are in and that's
of the most suitable
for sure. Tj'le ritual of
shower is an easy task
filling the bath and
because of the many fine
spending a half an hour
showrooms around the
practising the latest hit
country providing a variety
tune can no longer be
of units. But when you are
catered for in this busy
about it why not look for
world. Having a bath has
quality Irish and this is
been replaced by having a
where Sanbra Fyffe comes
shower.
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1984
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They have showers for
fitting on your bath to
replace the single taps as
well as attachments for
providing blended water
through flexible tubes or
rigid riser pipes. If you
prefer a separate shower
cubicle then the manual or
themostatic shower is your
choice.
Sanbra Fyffe have all
these adaptations available
under the trade name of
Eirline. Please do not
forget to ask to see them
when you call to your
favourite showrooms and
most important, make sure
that the merchant supplies
your plumber with genuine
Irish Instantor
compression couplings.
They are fully
guaranteed as complying
with IIRS specification
No. 239 1980 and are the
only licensed range
available.
For information from
Sanbra Fyffe Ltd, Conex
Works, Santry Avenue,
Dublin 9, (Tel: 960244).
(For details circle 51).

• The new Mira 88 high performance manual mixer shower from Modern Plant. (For details circle 52).

iJaJr
Manufacturers of the most
comprehensive range of Shower
Products and Accessories
including the unique
Water flows for 30 seconds when a hand is placed
undeF the nozzle. This new concept of water
control is designed for economy and hygiene. It
saves water because it only runs for
approximately 30 seconds or until it is acti~ated
again and it is hygienic as a dirty or contaminated
hand does not touch the tap - which could then
possibly transmit germs to the next user.
Sole Agents

Wyse & Ballentine
Limited
17 Ulster Street, Dublin 7
Telephone: 307070
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol23/iss11/1
For details circle 9
DOI:1610.21427/D72M69
IHVN, November 1984

iJaJ~

Shower System
A vailable from

Midland International
8
Limited
•
9ua~,~ ~

• •d

Bailieborough, Co Cavan. •

1

Tel: (042) 65382 Telex: 33810 MIL.
F~r
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Arlll;~age Shanks o

• The Chaffoteaux Corvec SH12 instantaneous gas·fired shower
heater from Taney Distributors.
'
(For details circle 56).

A recent addition to the
Armitage Shanks range of
sanitaryware is the
Ambassador shower
enclosure which has been
designed to extend on
shower trays between
745mm and 8l5mm
square, by a simple screw
adjustment.
The finish to the frame
is in either silver or gold,
material specification to
BS1474, finish to BS1615.
The smoked glass door
is 6mm thick and
toughened to BS6202 to
comply with safety
requirements and can be
left or right hand opening
to ensure that it will fit
into almost any convenient
space.
Merchants and providers
will be happy to know that
stock requirement will be
for only two cartons plus
an,end strip which can
cover all combinations.

By using a compact
control capsule, Armitage
Shanks have been able to
produce a thermostatic
shower valve which is both
stylish and reasonably
priced.
Two versions are
available, the concealed
unit which mounts flush to
the wall 'comes in either
chrome or lustron gold
finish.
The exposed valve,
designed to connect easily
to existing hot and cold
water supplies, has a
chrome finish.
In both cases, the
specially designed non slip
handwheel gives a clear
indication of water
temperature.
Information from the
sales office at Cookstown
Industrial Estate, TaIlaght,
Dublin 24, (Tel: 510044) .
(For details circle 58).
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Magisprout from Meynell Valves

• Mcynell Valves' Stationflo hot water and hose washdown unit which
is avaiiable from .wyse & Ballentine Ltd. Installation is suitable
•
wherever there is steam and cold water, the economy of hot water
being achieved without any wastage. Maximum water pressure through
the gun should not exceed 82°C (I80°F).
(For details circle 43).

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1984

With the new electronic
tap called Magisprout
from MeyneIl Valves,
water flows for 30 seconds
when a hand is placed
under the nozzle.
This new concept of
water control is designed
for economy and hygiene.
It saves water because it
only runs for
approximately 30 seconds
or until it is activated
again and it is hygienic as
a dirty or contaminated
hand does not touch the
tap - which could then
possibly transmit germs to
the next users.
Magispout joins other
water and energy saving
products like Safemix,
which pioneered new
concepts of thermostatic
water control with a wax
capsule - now copied in
the UK and as far away as
Japan, the home of
modern technology.
Magispout gives a
dazzling realism to
technology. Economical,
hygienic and giving hot
water at the flash of a
finger .
Further information
from Wyse & BaIlentine
Ltd, 17 Ulster Street,
Dublin 7, (Tel: 307070).
(For details circle 53).

• The Aqualisa shower system
from Shires Ireland. (For details
circle 57).
IHVN, November 1984
'/7
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S
Eirline~is a gleaming new nmge of taps and

mixers for Irish bathrooms and kitchens.
Developed and manufactured by Sanbrn tYf!e,
Eirline~superbly meets all the requirements of
BS 5412.
For the kitchen, choose either sink taps or
mixer. For the bathroom you have a choice of bath
taps, bath mixer or an independent shower mixer
unit - all beautifully complemented by matching
basin taps.
The taps are topped by 'stay cool' acrylic
handles and backed with a five year guarantee.
They speak eloquently for your good taste.
And volumes about your faith in Irish craftmanship.

sanbra FyfIe Ltd.,
A\'enue, Dublin 9.
'ti: 379291. ~x: 25325.

San..,

For details circle 11
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1984
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With the use of gas
appliances set to
multiply (hopefully!)
in the coming
months, some
enterprising
entrepreneur could
well benefit from an
idea presently being
developed in the UK.
It centres around a
recent West Midlands
Gas Consumers'
Council report which
wants to pioneer the
development of a
special alarm for
shifting out and
automatically
shutting off the gas
supply when any
lethal leakage is
detected. The
Council in question
had six deaths last
year in its own region
caused by faulty
flues. Perhaps this is
something best
looked into here
before we experience
a similar problem.

By
Pat Lehane
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• Michael Moloney

The CIBS has always
been a very well
supported body but,
since Michael took
over as Chairman,
the level of activity
and general profile of
the Institution has
vastly improved.
This was very
I see that Grundfos
much in evidence at
Ireland realised
the recent Annual
another stage in their
strategic plan recently Dinner which was
held, once again, at
by moving into new
the Incorporated Law
purpose-designed
premises in Stillorgan Society Centre,
Blackhall Place,
Park Industrial
Dublin. The
Estate. Under
significant thing
Dermot Murphy's
about the capacity
guidance the
company's growth an attendance was its
truly representative
development since its
composition. Those
recent establishment
present came from all
has kept pace with
the sectors and
the planned-for
disciplines involved
schedule while
in the building
Dermot has also
services.
boosted sales
And this can be
significantly by
attributed primarily
maintaining a much
to the charisma and
higher marketing
organisational
profile.
abilities of Michael
Moloney. Of course
While I'm conscious
there are others of the risk of
such as Greg
over-exposure for
Traynor, Paddy
anyone person in
Clonan and so on this column, I make
who play vital roles
no apology for
within the
singling out Michael
organisation but no
Moloney
for
special
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol23/iss11/1
one will deny the
attention this month.
DOI: 10.21427/D72M69
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inspirational
influence of the
Chairman.
Because of
overcrowding in
recent years the
numbers attending
were strictly limited
and this proved a
very wise decision.
Speeches were kept
to a minimum
though I noted a
little restlessness in
the audience by the
time CIBS President,
Richard J Tully,
spoke.
Mind you, I
sympathised with his
predicament in being

• Paddy Moriarity

sandwiched between
two very experienced
speakers in the
persons of ESB Chief
Executive Paddy
Moriarity and our
own Vice-Chairman
Paddy Clonan. They.
are very adept at
handling such a
'gathering and both
performed to the
extremely high
standards we have
come to expect from
them.
By the time
Mervyn Hayes,
Chairman of the
London & South
East Region came to
the rostrum, he made
the wise decision to
keep his role brief
and to the point. But
it was nice to see him
attending and let's
hope we see a lot
more intermingling
between the various
Regions and the Irish
Branch.
The presentation
of the student awards
were held before the
dinner proper and
this again was a very
wise decision. The
recipients were

Martin Kearney who
received the
CIBS/TCS Annual
Student Award for
best paper on a
services related topic;
and Ciaran Coughlan
(Certificate) and
Liam Flynn
(Diploma) who were
singled out for the
Annual Award for
Best Student in
Bolton Street College
of Technology. This
is the CIBS/Walker
award.
We'll have a full
report in the next
issue but, before I
leave the matter, I
would like to thank
Des BuggyIFintan
Sherry and
colleagues, at whose
table I sat and make
a special mention of
John Harper of
McArdles,
McSweeney
O'Malley. There
John ... satisfied?
And now for
something entirely
different. You're all
familiar with the
Thorsman range of
fixing products and
trunking systems but
how many of you
have sampled the
exotic sauna facilities
and plunge pool
located as part of the
factory complex in
Drogheda? My recent
factory visit was the
first such experience .
which ended with a
leisurely four hours
in a sauna with bar
facilities. Managing
Director Ake
Vikander and Sales
Administrator Brian
Leech were our hosts
for the day.
We even took
some photographs!
Watch this space next
month .
22
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Phelan
Ltd. ,SAVE EONERGyOWITilU'OSHIB"i
TOSHIBA

- - - - - - - A I R CONDITIONING PRODUCTS---

29 Coo/kill, S8ndyford,
Co. Dub/in. Te/: 952234

HEAT EXCHANGER VENTILATING FANS

)

Cross flow plastic heat exchange element --~

Intake of fresh
outdoor air
<O°C>

Two 150mm</>
centrifugal fans
(front and rear)

Fresh heated air
<14°C>

Exhaust of dirty air
after heat exchange
<6°C>

Intake of dirty
indoor air <20°C>

High/Low
indicator lamp

Ventilation without appreciable loss of heat is achieved by installing a "Heat Exchange Fan",
which uses the heat from extracted air to preheat incoming air.

Be comfortable with the lOSHIBA Dehumidifier
pow",w;tch~J

Water full pilot lamp

Air o u t l e t - - - -..

---Air inlet (Air filter inside)

Clean Modern Styling
Powerful but Quiet
Fully Portable
Simple Plug-in
Operation
Dimensions (WxHxD):
Weight:
Overflow prevention device:
Power cord length:

360x470x230mm
17kg
Stops at 1.5 litres
1.5m

Dehumidify capacity (lI/day)
(Room temp. 27°C/humidity 60%): 4.5
Power supply:
AC 220/240V, 50Hz
Power consumptiop:
199W

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1984
For details circle 12

I----Tank

Full range of heat pump air conditioning
units also available.
24 Coolkill, Sandyford,
Co. Dublin
Tel: 952234
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